
From: Don Schlagenhau
To: Bruce Benson
Subject: Re: Upcoming meeting
Date: Thursday, November 29, 2007 9:12:40 AM

Bruce:

Could you send me the document that is to be voted on. If we are not going to vote on the Koch Foundation
 proposal, when will the faculty vote on it?  The negotations on the budget changes with NSF look promising. They
 have told me that one possiblity is to buy courses out. Could you tell me the cost of a course buyout?

Don
----- Original Message -----
From: Bruce Benson <bbenson@fsu.edu>
Date: Monday, November 26, 2007 3:14 pm
Subject: Upcoming meeting

> Faculty,
>
> Two questions have been asked about the upcoming meeting and the
> Koch proposal that I will try to answer ahead of time.
>
> One is, will there be a vote on the proposal? The meeting is not
> occurring so we can decide on whether we pursue the arrangements
> or not. Its purpose is to inform the faculty about what is going
> on and to get faculty feedback and suggestions as negotiations
> proceed. The department's representative body, the executive
> committee, already decided that we should proceed with the
> negotiations to see where they lead. We are proceeding and still
> do not have anything formal in hand, so there really is nothing to
> decide on.
>
> Note in this regard that there will be a vote taken at the meeting
> but it is in regard to the amendments to the department by-laws
> and merit evaluation document, not the Koch proposal.
>
> Second, I was asked if I have any details on the implications for
> what content we would be teaching undergraduates and PhD students
> in their classes? I guess I can give very precise details on this
> as there definitely are no implications at all. This proposal has
> nothing to do with what faculty teach. We do not tell faculty
> members what to teach in their classes now, and I do not ever
> expect to do so. My expectation is that the core courses at all
> levels will continue to be taught by people teaching them now, for
> instance, as they teach them now (unless they choose to change
> them). I do hope that if we proceed with these arrangements, we
> will be able to add some bench strength in some key areas (e.g.,
> perhaps for the applied masters program and/or the macro core), so
> people who want some relief from teaching the same course over and
> over again (or want out of it altogether) can get it, and so we
> can cover courses when key people go on leave, etc.. In these
> cases, the new faculty might choose to teach some of the courses
> differently than some existing faculty do, and the same may be
> true in various other courses that the new faculty might teach (I
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> expect that there are considerable differences now between the
> principles, intermediate micro and macro, undergraduate
> econometrics, applied micro, money and banking, and other courses
> with multiple sections taught by different people, of course), but
> not because they are required to. There might be some new courses
> developed by new faculty, depending on their interests (we did not
> have experimental economics courses a few years ago but we do now,
> I have developed three new courses since coming here and several
> other people have done the same, including some of our newest
> faculty, Mark is developing a new course now). I cannot predict
> what these might be, as it would depend on the people we bring in.
> Some of the funders may want a particular course to be offered as
> well (BB&T does, but Koch does not), so we may have to agree to
> offer that course in order to get some of the funds, but even
> then, I would not presume to dictate content (I might pick someone
> to teach it who is likely to comply reasonably closely with donor
> intent, but in the case of the BB&T course, for instance, I might
> actually teach it myself, and if I do, I can guarantee that it
> will be my own course with content determined by me and since I am
> not an objectivist, while the head of the BB&T foundation is, I
> expect that the course would differ quite a lot from what he
> envisions). Koch's idea is to make mentors available to students
> who share their views about markets and government. Students like
> this can then be assisted in networking (for jobs, and for other
> sorts of support), and be advised as they pursue research projects
> by a group of faculty who share their general views but who also
> have the skills and understanding of the academic process needed
> to produce quality research. Depending on the interests of the
> faculty hired, we may also see some fields offered that are not
> currently available (e.g., George Mason's last round of new hires
> included three economic historians so I expect that they will now
> be developing a field in it). Students who do not share these
> views will certainly not be turned away (they will not be eligible
> for Koch fellowships but they will be eligible for regular
> department, as they can choose other faculty mentors. I guess I am
> trying to say that this is not an effort to transform the whole
> department or our curriculum. It is an effort to add to the
> department in order to offer some students some options that they
> may not feel they have now, and to create (or more accurately,
> expand) a cluster of faculty with overlapping interests.
>
> I hope this helps clarify things some.
>
> Bruce
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